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Nature Hunt gets young children involved in outdoor ac-
tivities. It also gives experience in several disciplines which
relate to primary school curriculum. The children will experi-
ence the workings of nature during the course of the unit, and
this, hopefully, will form a basis for continued enthusiasm
about the environment.

The success of Nature Hunt depends upon small groups
interacting, exchanging observations, and discussing their
findings. The unit can be instructive for both you and your
students. It can also be fun.
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INTRODUCTION

Nature Hunt is set up as a game. On a trip to a local natural area or

park, small groups of children are given Nature Hunt containers which hold

a coilec.tion of natural items found in the pack: soil samples, rocks, and so

forth. The children are also given some photographs of areas in the park,

The point of the game is to locate items as similar to those in the con-

tainer as possible, and to determine where the photographs were taken.

The children will collect these matching items and other items they find
interesting. In addition, they will collect evidence that humans use the
park. All of this will lead to sharing reactions and communicating through

language. art, and music.
We have suggested some ways to put together the Nature Hunt con-

tainers, including information on what items each might conta n. These
suggestions are flexible and lend themselves to variation. The unit can be
used in cities and deserts alike. Experierce with your own class will prob-
ably give you ideas for variations that work best with your own students.

The pre-trip activities take several days. The major outdoor activities
take most of a day and can be planned as a field trip to a local natural
area or park. The post-trip activities can extend beyond a week if desired.

The activities in this uni are intended to help youngsters in these

learning areas:

1. Observing opening eyes, seeing details,
2. Comparing noting similarities and differences.
3. Arranging- putting natural items in "some" order.
4. Re-arrangingputting the same items in a different order.
5. Becoming aware of the environmentappreciating the role of our sur-

roundings in relation to our lives.
6. Noticing human use of natureseeing how people fit into their imme-

diate surroundings as well as the larger world.
7. Communicatingsharing ideas through discussion, conversation, tape

recordings, art work, experience charts, stories, poems, etc.
8. Thinking creativelyconsidering extended use of an area by special

groups, such as grandparents, crippled children, and so forth.

MATERIALS

camera
film
small plastic bags
three-pound cof .ee cans or

shoe boxes (5 or 6)
labelsheavy duty; or

cardboard for making labels
tagboard for name tags

several different colors

large brown paper bags
pencils
crayons
scissors
drawing paper
construction paper
plastic spray (optional)
stapler
3 x 5 cards



Nature Hunt

Preparation

Al Io.t yourselt a week prior to the trip to comp
the preparations:

A. For the Field Trip

MATERIALS

photographs plastic spray
three-pound coffee 3 x 5 cards

cans or shoe boxes cardboard or labels
plastic bags stapler

1. Select a natural area or park nearby.
2. Take photographs of the following.

a. Landmarks five or six different ones.
b Views of any water area, river, creek,

swamp, or lake ten or more.
c. Trees that can be easily distinguished--

ten or more.
d. Special features- soil erosion areas, fallen

trees, fire area, etc. Try to include at least
six features, or one for each group of chil-
dren.

3. Have these photographs developed and printed.
Have the clear pictures enlarged to 5x 7 or a
size convenient for the children's use. (This
may take a week.) When you are finished tak-
ing the pictures and having them printed, you
may have 30 or more photographs, all of which
might be different. For some things such as
trees, you may want to have a few views taken
from different angles. The pictures should be
divided up equally among your Nature Hunt
containers.

4. Collect items at the park or the natural area
you have selected. Collect only items whose
absence will not damage living things. Make
sure you have one of each type of item for every
group in the class. You will want four or five
children in each group. (You will probably have
five or six groups. so you will want five or six
of each item.) Although it is not necessary, it
will add variety to the nature hunt activity if
you select different types of each item for the

4

Nature Kit. For example, under the category
"dead leaves." you could try to eel samples
from a variety of frees oak, hickory, aspen, etc.
Then each Nature Hunt container could have a
different kind of dead leaf.

a. Collect dead leaves (6) of several varieties.

b. Select weeds (6) of different sizes.

c. Try to find seeds and seed pods (6).

d. Collect rocks (6) of different sizes, shapes
and colors.

e. Collect acorns (6) or other types of nuts
such as hickory nuts, black walnuts, beech
nuts.



f. Pine cones 6) may be available, too.

1, Try to locate live or six dii e ent colored
soils or different textured soils (sand, black
top soil, clay. etc.).

h. Rotting or charred wood sanples (6) should
be Mindant.

I. Collect green leaves (6) to contrast with the
dead leaves you've already gathered,

j. Gat some bark samples (6) from the
gi only.

5. If you want to save items for use next year,
spray the appropriate items with plastic.

6. Using 3 x 5 cards, prepare sets of "feely" cards.
Each card should contain one word describing
a "feel," and all sets should contain the same
group of words. Words you might use are: fuzzy,
crispy, prickly, bumpy, rough, smooth, squeezy,
fluffy. There should be as many sets of the
cards as there are kits,

7. Prepare and label the containers. If you have
six groups, you will need six containers and six

sets of materials.

5
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In each container, include the following:

a. A total of at least tour photographs, one each 01
A landmark manmade' or natural
A Aatl't 3,03 one VWN
A tree
A speeisil feature

tabl all photographs Nati the number of the
t Ontlintr they ;it in. Wait until the' day of the
field trip to p.iit the photographs in the eon-
tAlocrs hoc AlISP the moisture on the natural
ill ...cup the prints and ruin them.

b. One or o'coe green leaves
C. One 1,, 4e dead leave:,
d. One or :!(!re ;weds
e. One or more rocks
f. On or m )re sod samples
g. One or more bark samples (from the
h Other thing which are appropriate

(Ind)

Fah item shoul.1 be put in individual plastic
b4i,s. Number all the items using tags which
can be purchased or made from cardboard. All
items for Nature Hunt container *1 should have

written on their tags: those in container
02 should have #2" on their tags. etc One
good way to attach the number tag to the plastic
bag would he with staples.

i. A yet of "feely" cards
Number the cards so that all the cards in a given
kit show that kit's number. When on the nature
hunt, the children will look for an item that feels

6

oirl There's a lot of room here for
nevation. For example. instead of words de
scribirw a feel. ,,ou might want to use a color
word.

I. ater on, in the pretrip arrangements. the
children will make personal name tags. Each
team should have a different number. corre-
sponding, to the number of that team's Nature
Kit. All members of each team should have the
team number on their name tags. This should
help the members of each group know who else
is on their team and it will also help in getting
all of the parts of each container back together
again after those activities which involve mixing
the contents of the containers.

Another way to label the kits and their con-
tents. without using numbers, would be to use
a color code. This way, all the samples in one
container might have a red tag, all the samples
in another container a green tag, and so forth.
When the children make their own personal
came tags, the individual teams could use a
color of paper for their tags which corresponds
to the color of their particular Nature Kit labels.

B. For the Classroom

MATERIALS
Sag board

Prepare word cards naming. describing, or re-
lating to the items you are actually including
in the hunt. These cards are for use in the class
and are distinct from the "feely" cards. They
will probably include some of the followinz

a. Leaf

b. Leaves

c. Plant

d. Weed

e. Rock

f. Soil

Bark

h. Creek

River

j. Sand

k. Dead leaves

I. Acorn

m. Pine cone

n. Seed

o. Seed pod

p. Wood

q. Charred wood

r. Fuzzy

s. Prickly

t. Bumpy

u. Plough

v. Smooth

w. Squeezy

x. Fluffy



Prepare any other word cards you feel would be
appropriate to the group. Some suggestions:

Nature Hunt
b. Like
c. Similar
d. Park

Walk
f Bus
g. Trip
h. Plastic bag

Container
j. Box

C. Pre-trip Arrangements

Cullke (an
I. Numeral

m. Tag
n. Item
o. Picture
p. Photograph
q. Arrange
r. Re-arrange
s. Humans
t. Evidence

1. You might need to charter a bus.
2. You will probably need permission slips for the

trip.
3. It would be helpful if a parent could assist each

group in answering questions, observing reac-
tions of the children, and taking notes.

4. Prepare name tags for each group. consisting
of a different color for each group or a numeral
fur each group which corresponds to the Nature
Hunt container it will receive, and the child's
name.

5. Lai:1;A several note cards with the group nu-
meral and parent's name. The parent can also
wear a tag for identification. The parents can
use the cards to take notes of interesting hap-
penings during the nature hunt.

6. Label a large brown paper bag for each group.
Use the group numeral i'nd the parent's name.
This will be for collecting evidence of humans'
presence (paper, cans, etc.).

Classroom Activities

Introdece the concept of "alike" and "similar."
Select man -made items that are exactly alike by
most outward appearancestwo blocks, two rulers,
two coffee cans, etc. Point out their exact likenesses.
Select two blades of grass, two leaves, two rocks,
and two pieces of bark, am.: point out their similari-
ties. It is very hard to locate two blades of grass, two

10 7
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People can be very exacting in looking for similari-
ties (leaves could be considered similar only if they
are from the same kind of tree), or people can be very
loose in looking for similarities (any two leaves could
be considered similar just because they are leaves).

On the first day of thi; study. present the class with
a contrast between man-made items and natural
items by using the distinction between the words
"alike" and "similar." Have examples available. On
the second day ask the children to being in items or
tell about items they found and discuss their "alike-
ness" or "similarity."

Introduce the containers.

1. Show the class one container.

2. Indicate the labeling by numeral and explain
its purpose. The coding, again, could be by
color instead of number, or by both.

3. Show them that in each container all nu-
merals are the same.

8

4. 1k3/11010 and 4)lay all the items.

5. Elting out the other containers and have
groups of children examine them and their
contents.

6. Exchange containers it there is time.

7 Have the class make comparisons between
the containers.

Have the children:

1. Discuss the items. numerals, and containers
and the purpose for the coding.

7. Arrange the items.

3. Re-arrange the items. You can even mix he
contents of one container with another. The
coding will help you get them back together
again.

4. Play with the contents (this activity can
spread over several days).

5. Study the word cards and match the appro-
priate ones with the items.

Resort by placing all labeled items back in the
proper Nature Hunt container.

Place several empty small plastic bags into each
container.

Place the photographs into the containers on the
day of the trip. If you are using a three .pound
coffee can, curve the photographs inside. Do
not fold or bend them sharply. Remove them
when you return to the school.

Field Trip

NIATERIALS

Nature Hunt containers brown paw bags

Arrange for meeting timeswhere, when, who.
After explaining the schedule to the students and
parents, your class will be ready to begin the field
activities.

11



0,.'ested order of tea

One,hait to on hum kit tree exploration (the
members of each group of :O ear tIVO chil-
dren should stay within sight of their parent
leader).

2. Pass out a Nature Hunt container to each

group.
3. Give each parent a large brown paper bag,

several note cards and a pencil.
4, A good way to conduct the Nature Hunt would

be to nave the parents give their group of
four or five children the items one at a time
from the kit and then have the children go
out in their groups looking for a matching
item It is best for the parents to keep mem-
bers of their group in sight. When the chil-
dren find a match, they should return to the
parent, put the sample in the Nature Kit with
the match they have found, and then receive
the next item. It is not necessary to mark the
objects the children find. these objects can
be put in the container loosely. When it
comes to finding objects described by "feely"
cards, the same procedure A11 do.

5. Few if any contributions which the children
make will be incorrect. Almost any item the
children find will have some attribute shared
by the sample item from the Nature Hunt
container. The parent can ask the children
what specific similarity they see as they

furnish each match. This will help them
clarity their thinking. Place these items either
directly in the container or in a ptastic bag
and then into the container.

6, When the children are hunting for the loca-

tions in the photographs, encourage them to
discuss among themselves what it is they are
seeking and where it is likely to be found.
Have the entire group of four or five deter-
mine the location. Ask the parent to jot down
any interesting conversations or debates that
went on. as well as whether or not the group
was successful in locating the spot.

7. Ten to twenty minutes before leaving, the
children ran use the brown paper bag to col-
lect "evidence" that humans use the area-
cans, old newspapers, paper cups, wrappers,
etc. They can mentally note things like picnic
tables, swings, and so forth.

Posttrip Activities
A. Putting Things in Order

1. Have the children remove the photographs
from the containers to avoid ruining them,

2. Collect the parents' note cards for your own
use in evaluating and stimulating discussions.

3. Have the children display all the items from
each group in a separate area, identifying
the display with the number or color code of
each group.

12
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4. Each team 0;111 have Lome back to class with
a Containt' mateitals they fours. The
children may have forgotten some of the
characteristics they used to match certain
items, and therefore forget which items
matched. This doesn't matter -.the overall
purpose of this unit will still be served by the
activity itself.

For example, suppose one team's original
container has three leaves in it-- -one dried
leaf, one green leaf, and one leaf that has
begun to turn colors. Assume that all three
leaves are from different trees and that the
dried leaf is from an oak. The team may find
a dried leaf which doesn't come from an oak
tree and match it with the dried oak leaf in
the plastic bag. But it may be that the dried
leaf the children found is from the same tree
as the green leaf in the Nature Hunt Kit.
Therefore. when the children get back to the
classroom, same of the team members may
want to match the dried leaf which they
found, with the green counterpart from the
Kit (because of its shape), instead of with the
dried one in the Kit. If this happens, it will
serve to demonstrate that things can be
similar in a variety of ways.

5. Suggest that the children arrange each dis-
play with "alike" and "similar" materials
together.

6. Display the "human evidence" separately.

10

B. Sharing Ideas and Reflections
1, Discussion either as a whole class or in

small groups.
2. Experience chart--this will be a large sheet

of poster paper on which you record the ex-
periences related by the students in class
discussions.

3. Class-huilt stor ---a composite story told by
the whole class or representative members
from enh team, describing the field trip ac-
tivities.

4. Invite a person (principal) or group (another
class) to your classroom to hear about the
trip.

C. Recording Personal Responses
1. Drawing or painting of memories
2. Tape recording children's personal reflections
3. Tape recording story or poem

D. Other Things To Do
1. Have the students write a poem.
2. Have the students develop a melody to fit the

poem.
3. Have the class draw pictures of some eents

of the trip and display them in order.

E. Re-ordering Items
1. Have the children remove the items from the

display and re-order them. Encourage all the
childreo to spend time arranging and re-ar-
ranging the items into sets of "like" or "simi-
lar" items.

2. Have individuals or groups create displays
using a word card and all items that can be
associated with it,

13



F. Discussion Suggestions:
1. Personal respun,ses to any part of the trip
2. Sharing insights
3. Sharing ideas about an arrangement of items
4. Review "alike" and "similar"
5. Examine evidence that humans use the park.

Ask such things as:
"What is it?"
"What is it used for?"
"Where was it found?"
"Does this tell you anything about the peo-
ple who left it?"

6. Ask the children about uses of the area
How do kindergarteners use the park?
How do parents use the park?
How do grandparents use the park?
How could the park be made more fun for
kindergarteners, parents, grandparents.
crippled children, etc.?

WAYS PEOPLE USE
THE PARK

Picnics
2.. bird waichin9
& nature hunts
41: ptayins games

woMins the d08
b. rneeti9 people

sifting and itinkin9

G. Activities for Older Children (2nd and 3rd grade)
Develop a chart of materials and word cards. For

the vertical and horizontal axes on this chart use the
words written on the "feely" cards. The chart should
be large enough so that each object the children
found on their walks will fit on a block. The chart
might look like the one on page 12.

In the boxes the children can put objects that
can be described by the corresponding words on
both axes. For example, a leaf could be smooth on
one side and prickly on the other. A coma from a

milkweed could be both smooth and fluffy. It also
could be fuzzy. There are many different possibilities
with a chart like the one dr, w .

The children will probab;y :-.tt.e some ideas of their
own for making other kinds of charts. For example,
they might suggest having a chart with "feely" words
on the horizontal axis and with names of colors in
the vertical column. Thi e. ,ape of activity could also
be valuable in helping children make some general-
izations. Fo. instance, in a chart with colors across
the bottom and descriptive adjectives on the vertical
axis, the children might find that none of the green
items they located, whether they be weeds, leaves,
or grass, couid accurately be described as bumpy.
However, nearly all the green items might tend to
be squeezy.

These kinds of activities and re!ated ones are
intended to help the children inspect and describe
the objects they have found and also to see that
there are a number of different ways to describe a
single item.

FOR DISCUSSION
Things can be similar. Things can be alike.

Things can be similar in a variety of different ways.

Things can be alike in a variety of different ways.

Things can be different in the same way. And so on.

14
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL UNITS

Below is a list of the twenty-four titles in the Environmental Discovery
Series. Next to the titles, we have suggested the grades for which each is most
appropriate. We emphasize that these are suggested grade levels. The teacher
is encouraged to adapt the activities to a wide range of grade levels and
subject areas depending upon the interests and abilities of the students.

Order
No. Title

Grade
Level Price

Order
No. Title

Grade
Level Price

70007 Plants in the Classroom 3-t. 31.50 70123 Genetic Variation 4-9 $1.50

7001r Vacant Lot Studies 5-0 1.50 70132 Soil 2-9 3.50

70025 Differences in Living Th'rig 4-8 1.00 79141 Tile Patterns and Graphs 1-2 1.00

70034 Shadows 1-8 1.00 70150 Plant Pu Izles 1-t, 1.50

70043 Wind 3-r 130 701r0 Brine Shrimp and Their Habitat 1-5 1.50

70052 Snow and Ice 1-r 1.50 70178 Nature's Part in Art 3-4, 1.50

7900 Man's HabitatThe City 4-0 1.50 70112 Contour Mapping 4-9 1.50

70070 Fish and Water Temperature 4-0 1.50 70187 Change in a Small Ecosystem 5-9 1.50

79080 Oaks, Acorns, Climate and Squirrels 1-r 1.50 70106 Transect Studies 1-9 1.50

70105 Nature Hunt Spec. Ed. K-1 1.00 70203 Stream Profiles 4-9 1.00

79098 Sampling Button Populations 3-9 1.00 79221 Color and Change K-2 1.00

70114 The Rise and Fall of a Yeast Community 6-9 100 79230 Outdoor Fun for Students 1-12 1.50

If you would like a free brochure describing activities in the individual units, write:

The National Wildlife Federation
Educational Servicing
1412 16th Street, N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20038

Written and developed by:

NWF
John Cary Stone
James D. Davis
Wendy Kay
Phil Nicholson
Tom L. Smith

MESF
Edmund Bray
Barbara Clark
Robert Collins
Joann Current
John Heitkamp
David Jones

Karen Jostad
Edward Landin
Richard Myshak
Michael Naylon
Robert O'Hara
Noreen Teachout
Carl Vogt
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